Report to the FRBR Review Group, World Library and Information Congress 2009, Milan, Italy
Creation of FRBR namespace
There have been significant delays in setting‐up a base domain and server space to develop the FRBR
namespace. Discussion with appropriate IFLA personnel is ongoing. Although this is unfortunate, it
has given more time to consider real‐world issues in using the namespace.
FRBR and RDA
The community with the most urgent need for a FRBR namespace is RDA. The DCMI RDA Task Group
did not initially identify any need for FRBR entities and relationships to be represented in semantic
web formats, but as the work of the Task Group has progressed, together with the development of
the RDA online product, the importance of referencing FRBR elements has become more obvious. In
particular, the RDA online product will incorporate the RDA namespaces, including the entities,
relationships, and value vocabularies that have been registered in the NSDL Metadata Registry. In
order to make this integration coherent, the product developers have had to create their own FRBR
namespace. I agreed, following discussions earlier this year, that the developers could use the
sandbox entries, as modified following comments from the FRBR Review Group, for this purpose,
using a dummy base domain with a view to replacing it with the IFLA one when ready; such
replacement requires intervention by the developers, but they agreed to take on this task.
However, a number of issues have arisen which have caused us to agree to a different approach.
RDA actually needs elements from FRBR(er), FRBR(oo) (particularly the Agent super‐class), and FRAD
(the Family entity). Currently, only FRBR(er) is in scope for the namespace project, and we do not
think it is sensible to presume the development of a “consolidated” super‐FR model which integrates
FRBR with FRAD and eventually FRSAD. Instead, the namespaces for each of these models should be
developed separately, to reflect the “pure” underlying IFLA documents. At some later stage,
informed by the development of a super‐FR model, the namespaces can be integrated (using SKOS
or OWL), with accompanying version control, etc. Meanwhile, RDA should continue to develop its
own “FRBR entities for RDA” namespace. If IFLA develops a super namespace, then the RDA use of
FR elements can be reviewed, and either the FRBR/RDA namespace dropped or mapped to the super
namespace.
Another reason for taking this approach is that the RDA database scenarios show a Work:is‐
Embodied‐By:Manifestation structure which misses out the Expression entity. This is possibly a
reflection of real‐world attempts to apply FRBR to existing metadata; in any case, it is perfectly
acceptable for RDA to do this in a semantic web environment, provided the RDA/FRBR namespace
allows it. However, the FRBR namespace can configured so that this is not allowed; that is, the is‐
Embodied‐By relationship is constrained to be between an Expression and a Manifestation. This will
happen if the FRBR(er) model is fully expressed in semantic web structures.
There is some evidence that other developers interested in using FRBR entities would prefer looser,
rather than tighter, constraints, so that the FRBR model is more flexible in their applications. Such
approaches are best catered for by parallel namespaces (as in the RDA case).
Recommendation: The FRBR namespace should be developed to accurately reflect the full semantics
of the FRBR model.
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Recommendation: Other communities wishing to use parts of the FRBR model in a more flexible way
should be encouraged to develop their own namespaces and maintain links with the FRBR
namespace.
Recommendation. The FRBR Review Group or other appropriate body should develop methods for
keeping track of the use of the FRBR namespace by other communities, and the development and
use of other namespaces based on the FRBR model.
Vocabulary Mapping Framework and FRBR
The Vocabulary Mapping Framework (VMF) project is funded by the UK’s Joint Information Systems
Committee. It commenced in July 2009, and will report to a seminar at the British Library in London
in early November 2009. VMF is an extension to the RDA/ONIX framework for resource
categorisation. It aims to analyses bibliographic entities and relationships from a wide range of
published standards to identify common semantic categories, develop an ontology for bibliographic
relationships, and map appropriate elements of the source standards to the ontology. The result will
be a spoke‐and‐hub set of mappings between source standards and the common ontology, which
can be used to establish cross‐walks and other mappings between any pair of source standards. The
whole framework will be published openly in semantic web formats.
FRBR(er) is one of the source standards, as is CIDOC CRM, which includes FRBR(oo). Related source
standards include RDA. The project will also include FRAD in the analysis, and it is likely that the
mapping between FRAD elements and the ontology will be added during the project or shortly after.
Other source standards are of interest to the publishing community and, as with the RDA/ONIX
framework, the VMF should help to improve interoperability between publisher and library
metadata.
Further information is available from the VMF website at http://cdlr.strath.ac.uk/VMF/
Promotion and dissemination
I have discussed the FRBR namespace project in the following presentations since WLIC 2008:
FRBR, RDA and other acronyms: is this the end of cataloguing as we know it? Presented to staff of
Cambridge University Library, Cambridge, 22 Jul 2009. Available at:
http://cdlr.strath.ac.uk/pubs/dunsireg/CambridgeULRDA.pps
RDA vocabularies and concepts. Presented to staff of the National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh, 20
Jul 2009. Available at: http://cdlr.strath.ac.uk/pubs/dunsireg/NLSRDA.pps
FRBR, RDA and the Semantic Web. Presented at Libraries in the Digital Age (LIDA) 2009, Dubrovnik
and Zadar, Croatia, 25‐30 May 2009. Available at:
http://cdlr.strath.ac.uk/pubs/dunsireg/LIDA2009.pps
RDA vocabularies and concepts. Presented to staff of the British Library, St Pancras, London, 16 Dec
2008. Available at: http://cdlr.strath.ac.uk/pubs/dunsireg/BLSTPRDA.pps
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The Semantic Web and expert metadata: pull apart then bring together. Presented at 12.seminar
Arhivi, Knjižnice, Muzeji, 26‐28 Nov 2008, Poreč, Croatia. Available at:
http://cdlr.strath.ac.uk/pubs/dunsireg/AKM2008.pps
FRBR and SWAP: recent developments and implications. Presented at the DCMI Scholarly
Communications Community meeting, DC‐2008, 24 Sep 2008, Berlin. Embedded in a consolidated
set of presentations available at: http://dc2008.de/wp‐content/uploads/2008/09/scholary‐
workshop.pdf
RDA and interoperability in library catalogues: DC and MARC. Presented at the DCMI Libraries
Community meeting, DC‐2008, 23 Sep 2008, Berlin. Embedded in a consolidated set of presentations
available at: http://dc2008.de/wp‐content/uploads/2008/09/libraries.pdf
Management of the FRBR namespace and its promotion
The appendix to this document identifies a number of issues associated with the management of
namespaces in general. It recognises the interdependent nature of IFLA standards.
Gordon Dunsire
4 Aug 2009
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Appendix
Identification of potential requirements for managing IFLA namespaces
The FRBR Review Group has initiated a project to develop appropriate namespaces for allowing
other communities to use the FRBR(er) model in a semantic web environment. The ISBD Review
Group has initiated a project to develop and XML representation of ISBD; certain elements may be
more usefully expressed in an XML syntax compatible with the semantic web. Informal interest in
these initiatives, and interaction with the semantic web in general, has been expressed by a number
of other IFLA standards groups, including FRANAR (for FRAD) and the Permanent UNIMARC
Committee. The term “namespace” is used hereafter as a synecdoche for a namespace itself (which
assigns a machine‐processable identifier to metadata structural and value components expressed in
the semantic web’s Resource Description Framework (RDF)) together with XML representations of
its whole and parts and associated structural components.
Question: Are all or most IFLA groups responsible for the development and maintenance of
bibliographic standards likely to develop namespaces?
After a namespace has been created and metadata elements declared within it, there are a number
of issues associated with the management and deployment of RDF and XML representations of the
namespace.
The simplest approach is to make those representations available to other communities and
individuals in an open environment. This can be achieved by storing the files on a web server with
open access. The representation files can be copied for local processing in third‐party services; such
services might include the generation of display lists of vocabulary terms, for example the FRBR(er)
Group 1 entities, construction of entity‐relationship diagrams, translations between machine‐
readable identifiers and human‐readable terms and between different language versions of terms,
etc.
One of the more important services is dereferencing (see the Wikipedia article at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dereferenceable_Uniform_Resource_Identifier). The most effective
use of namespaces in the Semantic Web is the substitution of machine‐readable identifiers (URIs) for
text values in metadata structures and record instances. This speeds machine‐processing and
removes the ambiguity in labels such as FRBR’s “Work”. However, at some point it may be necessary
to replace the identifiers with human‐readable labels through a dereferencing service; the URI is
passed to the service, and the appropriate label returned.
Conversations with DCMI communities have raised the problem of rogue dereferencing requests,
cause by improperly constructed link resolvers and crawlers. These may misinterpret a URI to be a
URL and attempt to harvest the linked document (which is actually the namespace representation)
for further automatic link checking. This can result in overloading the server containing the
namespace representation. For this reason, it is highly recommended that such servers be isolated
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from other organisational web servers and use a different domain so that, for example, document
services (such as the current IFLA website) can continue to operate satisfactorily.
Question: Do IFLA standards bodies wish to provide dereferencing and other terminology services
based on their namespaces?
Conversations with colleagues working on the development of the RDA online product have raised a
number of issues related to maintenance of namespaces, including:
•

•
•

•

Version control. Even small, relatively static vocabularies require occasional amendment,
and it is important that users of those vocabularies can be certain of the version they are
employing, and of the existence of later versions.
Change alerts. A method of alerting vocabulary users to new amendments and versions, for
example via RSS, can help promote usage.
Translations. The NSDL Metadata Registry service, currently used for the FRBR namespace
project, has the capability of maintaining controlled vocabularies in translation. An example
of this can be seen in the RDA content type vocabulary at
http://metadataregistry.org/vocabulary/show/id/45.html. The service supports any number
of languages, and in any script. It is highly likely that non‐English communities will be
interested in authoritative translations of vocabulary entries; note that the URI for the term
remains the same, thus ensuring automatic interoperability between metadata records
created in different countries.
Feedback and constituency involvement. Social networking space for providing a means to
manage comments, suggestions and queries from users, user groups, and constituencies is
now becoming an expected feature of open standards administration.

Question: Do IFLA standards bodies wish to offer or utilise any of these functions, or others to be
identified, as part of their management of existing and future namespaces?
Another set of issues is associated with promotion and utilisation of the namespace. These include:
•

•

•

•

Provision of an Application Programming Interface. This would allow external developers to
incorporate IFLA namespace entities using simple programming structures, rather than
download the namespace files for local program integration. It would also improve control
and co‐ordination of use of the namespace, as well as potentially incorporating the version
control and translations issues raised above.
Exposure of the namespace as linked data (see the Wikipedia article at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linked_data). This overlaps with the dereferencing issues
raised above. Adding IFLA data to the linked data universe will ensure maximum re‐use, and
potentially have a very significant impact on the development of the semantic web.
Provision of (authoritative) mappings between namespaces. These namespaces may be IFLA
ones, or external, such as the outputs of the Vocabulary Mapping Framework (VMF)
(http://cdlr.strath.ac.uk/VMF/) project.
Provision of links to (authoritative) RDF schema using IFLA namespace entities. This is similar
to the idea behind the bibliographies maintained to track the interest and take‐up of IFLA
standards, by acting as a showcase for standards’ utility, but could also be part of a clearing‐
house or directory of external services which have made use of a specific IFLA standard.
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Question: Do IFLA standards bodies wish to employ some or all of these methods of promoting their
standards to semantic web developers, with the secondary result of improving bibliographic control
at a global level?
Need for an IFLA standards namespaces framework
There are number of reasons why IFLA might consider developing an overarching framework for
promoting and disseminating its standards.
There is a current framework implicit in the structure of IFLA divisions, sections and special interest
groups. Standards produced by IFLA are constructed for a print‐based environment, and most are
made available in digital format as electronic surrogates of the print‐based originals. There is no
single place on the IFLA website where all standards are listed. Instead, retrieval requires knowledge
of which area of the IFLA organisational structure is responsible, or enough of a citation to carry out
a keyword search.
Question: Does IFLA wish to improve the identification and retrieval of its published standards?
However, the world in which libraries increasingly operate is digital. Non‐IFLA communities and
individuals expect a global information management community to present its outputs in formats
that can be exploited more effectively by digital tools and techniques. One of the most significant
developments in the digital environment is the creation of the semantic web, which offers huge
potential for the utilisation of the standards and expertise of professional librarianship.
Question: Does IFLA recognise the potential role of its activities in developing the semantic web, and
the potential role of the semantic web in furthering IFLA’s aims? Does IFLA wish to engage more fully
with the semantic web?
The semantic web architecture has nothing to say about the veracity of statements expressed in
RDF. That is, false statements can be made, and there is no intrinsic way of determining whether a
statement is true or false. Instead, extrinsic methods must be used: What is the source of the
statement? Is the source trustworthy? Does the source ensure that statements remain true? There
are no established protocols for answering these questions, but some assessment of veracity can be
made from knowing which body created and maintains the namespaces used in RDF statements. If
IFLA namespaces have “IFLA” as part of their URIs, preferably in the base domain used for all URIs in
a namespace, then the brand itself can indicate a degree of reliability. Other techniques might
involve human‐readable background or explanatory documentation associated with a namespace.
Question: Does IFLA wish to capitalise on its brand and standing in the library world by extending it
to namespaces for its standards?
Two major initiatives are underway in non‐IFLA communities. These are the development of RDA:
resource description and access as a digital publication exploiting the semantic web to express its
metadata structure and value vocabularies, and the VMF as a hub‐and‐spoke approach to improving
interoperability between many bibliographic standards in the semantic web. VMF is essentially an
extension to the RDA/ONIX framework for resource description. Both initiatives involve IFLA
standards: RDA is linked to elements of FRBR(er), FRBR(oo), and FRAD; VMF will include FRBR(er),
FRBR(oo) via CIDOC CRM, and elements of FRAD, ISBD and UNIMARC. Both projects need to liaise
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with the bodies responsible for standards governance and maintenance, to ensure that their work is
authoritative and “official”.
Question: Would liaison between IFLA and such projects be more efficient and effective if there is a
single IFLA body to contact, rather than the individual components of the IFLA organisational
structure?
Many of the IFLA standards have interdependencies with each other, expressed as references and
mappings. In addition, many IFLA standards have interdependencies with external standards, and in
some cases the same external standard. Such dependencies can be chained together, showing
indirect dependencies between pairs of standards (see my WLIC 2009 paper on UNIMARC, RDA and
the Semantic Web available at http://www.ifla.org/files/hq/papers/ifla75/135‐dunsire‐en.pdf)
Question: Are the dependencies between IFLA standards, and between specific IFLA standards and
external standards, properly understood by IFLA standards bodies, and sufficiently well understood
to ensure semantic cohesion and avoid duplication of effort?
The potential requirements for managing an IFLA namespace identified above are common to all
namespaces.
Question: Is it more effective or efficient for IFLA namespaces to be developed and administered as
a whole, or separately by the relevant standards bodies?
Gordon Dunsire
4 Aug 2009
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